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Use of Unique 40-bit MAC Address in
Kinetis® Wireless Microcontrollers
1. Introduction
For IEEE standard based wireless devices, device address is
required to be unique to ensure transmitted data is received
by the intended recipient.
To meet this requirement, NXP's Kinetis wireless
microcontroller series (KW) ships a pre-programmed
address that can be used to form a global unique address.
This feature allows a static firmware image to be
programmed during manufacturing, alleviating the need for
companies to program a dynamic firmware image which
only differs by the address.
This application note describes how IEEE MAC addresses
are handled in the Bluetooth low energy (BLE) and IEEE
802.15.4 that are the foundation of Thread and Zigbee mesh
networking protocols.
It also describes how these addresses are handled in NXP’s
protocol stacks and how to utilize the unique 40-bit MAC
address factory programmed by NXP into each Kinetis KW
device to generate a global unique address for a companies
end product.
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IEEE Addresses for BLE and IEEE 802.15.4

2. IEEE Addresses for BLE and IEEE 802.15.4
Before explaining how to use the unique 40-bit MAC address provided in NXP Kinetis Wireless
Microcontrollers Series, it is useful to know how addresses are formed for BLE and IEEE 802.15.4
based wireless protocols.
BLE addresses (BD_ADDR) are unique 48-bit addresses assigned to each Bluetooth device by the
manufacturer.
The upper half of a BLE address (most-significant 24 bits) is called the Organizationally Unique
Identifier (OUI) and is used to determine the manufacturer of a device.
OUI prefixes are assigned by the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and are unique
to each company. A company is assigned a block of addresses and thus will have multiple OUIs.
The lower half (LAP) of a BLE address (least-significant 24 bits) is where a unique value is
programmed into each device manufactured by the company. This provides 2^24 or over 16 M unique
addresses. If a company ships over 2^24 devices to the market, the OUI will need to change to ensure
devices with the same address are not shipped.
Figure 1 shows a BLE address diagram.

Figure 1. BLE Address

For information on the company assigned numbers, visit:
https://www.bluetooth.com/specifications/assigned-numbers
IEEE 802.15.4 based wireless protocols, like Thread and Zigbee, use a unique 64-bit MAC address
which consists of a 24-bit Organizationally Unique Identifier (OUI), and a 40-bit unique value provided
by the company which assures 2 ^ 40 unique addresses for the devices shipped by each company.
If a company ships over 2^40 devices to the market, the OUI will need to change to ensure devices with
the same address are not shipped.
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Kinetis W Factory Programmed 40-bit Unique MAC Address

Figure 2 shows a 64-bit IEEE 802.15.4 MAC address.

Figure 2. IEEE 802.15.4 MAC Address

3. Kinetis W Factory Programmed 40-bit Unique MAC
Address
3.1

Uniqueness

NXP's Kinetis wireless microcontroller series (KW) include a unique 40-bit MAC address factory
programmed which can be used to form a global unique address for BLE and IEEE 802.15.4 based
wireless protocols.
It is included in KW40Z/30Z/20Z, KW41Z/31Z/21Z, KW35A/36A, KW35Z/36Z and K32W0x
microcontrollers.
40-bit MAC address ensures uniqueness and tracks the device ID with the unique value associated for
that device. NXP guarantees no duplication across the Kinetis Wireles connectivity devices for the
unique 40-bit MAC address for the first 2^40 shipped microcontrollers.
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3.2

Registers

For KW41Z/31Z/21Z, KW35A/36A, KW35Z/36Z and KW40Z/30Z/20Z microcontrollers, the 40-bit
MAC address is stored in MAC_ADDR_LSB and MAC_ADDR_MSB read only registers as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 3. . MAC_ADDR_LSB and MAC_ADDR_MSB

For K32W0x microcontrollers, the 40-bit MAC address is stored in RFADDRL (Figure 4) and
RFADDRH (Figure 5) registers.

Figure 4. RFADDRL
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Figure 5. RFADDRH

3.3

Software

Addresses handling in the NXP connectivity protocol stacks for all Kinetis Wireless microcontrollers
series (KW) could make use of the UID (Unique Identification for the Device) to generate address
instead of the 40-bit MAC address.
Unique Identification value can be found in all Kinetis families but it’s not a tracked ID so it is not
recommended to form a global unique address for the wireless protocol. The recommendation is to use
the unique 40-bit MAC address which is a tracked ID.

NOTE
40-bit MAC address is not included for KW01Z and KW2xD
microcontrollers. UID can be used in this case.
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Below examples show how addresses are generated to make use of the 40-bit MAC address in KW41
KSDK for BLE and Zigbee wireless protocol stacks.

Example 1.

Change the Bluetooth Address using the UID

An example taken from KW41 BLE connectivity stack “SDK_2.2_FRDM-KW41Z” downloaded from
https://mcuxpresso.nxp.com make use of the function “ControllerSetBD_ADDR” to change the
Bluetooth Address using the UID as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. UID to set ble address

Example 2.

40-bit MAC address implementation

Figure 7 shows an example of 40-bit MAC address implementation where “ControllerSetBD_ADDR”
function was modified to support it.

Figure 7. 40-bit MAC address to set bluettoth addres
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Conclusion

Other example taken from the same KW41 connectivity software, it is for Zigbee where the MAC
address is generated in “APP_vSetMacAddr” function that makes use of the UID. For this example,
MAC address is loaded in u64IeeeAddr variable.
If 40-bit MAC address implementation is needed, then “APP_vSetMacAddr” function needs to be
modified by only setting u64IeeeAddr with the 40-bit MAC address and with the OUI portion.

4. Conclusion
The use of unique address in each device trough the diverse wireless protocols is a necessity in the
market; To fill this need, each microcontroller must have a unique identifier to be used for this purpose.
NXP Kinetis Wireless Microcontrollers Series helps to provide devices in market with unique identifiers
to assure uniqueness in each device by including a 40-bit MAC unique address programmed in mcu’s
flash.
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